
1. LIGHT WEIGHT AND MANOEUVRABLE

With an overall width only 18cm wider than the 

seat, the Netti 4U CE Plus is one of the narrowest 

chairs on the market. This makes for improved 

manoeuvrability of this lightweight chair, making it 

easier to steer, control and fit through doorways!

2. SEAT WIDTH FLEXIBILITY

Comfort pads and seat width extension options 

ensure an ergonomic and economic solution for the 

user. The seat width can be adjusted 20 or 40 mm in 

or out using the seat width extension kit, meaning 

the chair can change to accommodate varying user 

requirements.

3. FLEXIBLE BACK SOLUTION

The Netti 4U CE Plus is equipped with a one-piece 

Velcro style back and a back cushion that can be 

adjusted for a user’s height. Furthermore, you 

can choose from our complete product range of 

cushions, giving different levels of support for the 

trunk.

4. HYGIENIC COVERS

Easy cleaning and hygienic care are facilitated via 

the Easy Care water resistant covers. This easy 

clean feature makes the chair well suited for cases of 

incontinence or for use amongst multiple residents 

in hospitals and facilities.

5. SIMPLIFIED TRANSFERS

One-hand operated arm supports help facilitate 

easy transfers and improve access. Arm supports 

are height and depth adjustable as well as easily 

removed and replaced using only one hand, making 

it great for sideways or sling transfers. This feature 

is complimented by a folding brake lever to provide 

the best possible access.

6. ACCESSORIES

Further customisation and adaptability to the Netti 

4U CE Plus can be achieved through a broad range of 

accessories. This makes the 4U CE Plus extremely 

adaptable to a user’s changing needs.

7. COST EFFECTIVE

The Netti 4U CE Plus offers great value. A list of 

standard inclusions and product features provide 

a cost effective solution to a users needs at a very 

competitive market price. Contact our customer 

service for more information!
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4U CE Plus Tilt in Space Wheelchair

4U CE Plus Tilt in Space 

Wheelchair

35 cm Seat Width N-D64035

40 cm Seat Width N-D64040

45 cm Seat Width N-D64045

50 cm Seat Width N-D64050

Tilt in space and reclining wheelchair

Narrow footprint, seat width +18cm

Standard configuration for multifunctional 

needs 

Customisable by large range of accessories

Lightweight at only 29kg

Hygienic Easy Care covers

Seat width 

options
35, 40, 45, 50 cm

Total weight 29 kg

Max. load 135 kg

Total width
53 - 68 cm dependent on seat width.  

Seat width +18 cm

Seat depths Adjustable by 7.5 cm from 42.5 - 50 cm

Seat heights 46.5/50 cm adjustable

Back height 50 cm

Optional back 

extension
Yes

Seat tilt -5° to +20°

Back tilt 90° to 135°

Back unit One-piece Velcro back

Back cushion Netti Uno Back

Arm support Detachable (one-hand operation)

Seat cushion Netti Uno pressure redistribution cushion

Covers Hygienic Easy Care

Push handles Height-adjustable push handles

Wheels
24” Self propelled main wheels with 7” 

front castors

Leg supports Angle adjustable

Anti-tip Upwards swingable

Head support
Head support A standard. (Height, depth 

and angle adjustable)

Turning radius 810 mm

Brakes Folding user brakes

Accessories
HIgh level of customisation available 
through addition of accessories

Standard Specification


